If alternatives are divided into some categories, decision makers often enforce AHP on every category and synthesize their results. We provide principles that the synthesis must satisfy. These principles have axiomatic descriptions and represent a relation between local properties and results of the synthesis.
Introduction
If alternatives are divided into some categories, difference of the categories complicates enforcement phases in AHP. So decision makers often enforce the phases for each category independently, and then decision makers synthesize results on categories by their convenient way. We provide principles for the syntheses.
Literature Review
In actual applications of AHP, decision makers often divide a set of alternatives into some categories, and they synthesize results of AHP of the categories. There are many reports and papers treat the divisions and syntheses implicitly. Mizuno and Kinoshita (2014) describe a concrete procedure for categorized alternatives by using Dominant AHP technique.
Hypotheses/Objectives
This research deals with AHP whose alternatives are categorized. We regard syntheses of results on these categories. Our purpose is to provide principles that the syntheses must satisfies.
Research Design/Methodology
We write alternatives in , , ⋯ or , , ⋯ . Categories of alternatives is , , ⋯ , , ⋯, and a set of all alternatives is ∪ ∪ ⋯ ∪ . A result of AHP, that is set of scores of alternatives in , is (Fig.1) . We use same notation without confusion, and we write a result of in . We describe relations between and each ; What are conditions for syntheses of , ⋯ , into ?
Data/Model Analysis
There are two problems of synthesizing results of categories. First, for examples, when a alternative belongs to and , a score of as an element of must equal a score of as an element of (Fig.2) . Second, relative scores of alternatives in a 
Limitations
We describe the required conditions in [R1] and [R2] abstractly, and there is no concrete procedure for synthesis scores. Mizuno and Kinoshita (2014) describe a procedure for the synthesis that satisfies the conditions.
